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The Law Offices of Dibble & Miller
The Verdict is Easy, Xerox Solution Wins
"Every case we handle is extremely document intensive."
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Dibble & Miller, P.C., is a small - but very busy - law firm in Rochester, New York. The three
principal attorneys and their staff specialize in business law and taxes, both extremely
document-intensive areas.

Why we're different
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"Briefs, motions, supporting records - every case is document-heavy," says David Nickason,
Office Manager and IT specialist for the firm.

Smarter Document Management
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"We'd made the move from stacks of file boxes with hard copy documents to computer
generated content, but even managing electronic documents became a challenge."The Dibble
& Miller team runs a lean operation with an eye toward continually improving efficiency and
productivity. They continually earn their reputation as premium service providers in a tough
business environment."
The Content Management Challenge
"Practicing law is complicated enough without the added challenge of managing all the
documents that must be stored, filed, organized, and accessed regularly. Dibble & Miller
needed a system to manage their documents that was easy to use and robust enough to store
thousands of pages of content.
The staff was also looking for a sophisticated system which would alert the right people when
new content was added, give instant access to multiple users who needed to work with the
same content, as well as provide a comprehensive profile of each document without having to
open it.
Says Nickason, "Every other solution we looked at was either too simplistic, or way too
complicated and costly for a firm our size." That's why Dibble & Miller chose DocuShare Xerox
Document Repository Software, an innovative Web-based content sharing software."
The Xerox Content Management Solution
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"DocuShare has the power and sophistication Dibble & Miller required, but is also extremely
easy to learn and use, as it stores and manages electronic files using a common, folder-based
organizational system.
Aside from its ease-of-use, DocuShare is also easy to implement. When Nickason downloaded
the trial version, DocuShare was helping manage Dibble & Miller's content within an hour. "It's
one of the easiest programs I've ever worked with," he says. "You may not know every detail,
but you'll be up to speed in minutes."
DocuShare is a powerful tool for legal research, supporting a higher level of collaboration.
Research files and case documents are quickly retrieved by key word search. Using the
DocuShare Client feature, large groups of documents can be drag-and-drop copied to a zip disk
for use out of the office."
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